Abstract—We modify the heuristic algorithm proposed by Kwak, et al., called the extended least difference greedy (ELDG) algorithm, to make it more efficient. The column-merging heuristic algorithm, which is one of the essential parts in the ELDG algorithm, is found numerically not to be efficient for reducing the index codelength; besides, the result of the column-merging heuristic algorithm can be even longer than that of the original LDG algorithm. We detect when the column-merging heuristic algorithm give worse result than the result of the original LDG algorithm. Modified slightly, the proposed column-merging heuristic algorithm can be even longer than that of the original LDG algorithm. We detect when the column-merging heuristic algorithm. The overall 10% improvement of the ELDG algorithm actually comes from only the performance of the cycle-of-three-nodes detection algorithm so that this performance offsets and hides the worsened performance of the column-merging heuristic algorithm. We suggest the counterexample on which the column-merging heuristic algorithm gives worse result than that of the original LDG algorithm. We generalize the result of [5] and suggest systematic algorithms. Specifically, we improve the column-merging heuristic by slightly modifying it. Also, we generalize the cycle-of-three-nodes detection algorithm to the cycle-of-p-nodes detection algorithm. This modification improves performance of the original LDG algorithm by 20%.

Index Terms—Index code, least difference greedy clique-cover algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION

The index coding problem, suggested by Birk and Kol [1], [2], has drawn attention of research community because of its application on various situation using broadcast channel, such as satellite networks, terrestrial wireless systems, distributed storage systems, etc. The index coding problem is defined as follows.

Definition 1. Let \( R = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_n\} \) be \( n \) receivers communicating with a server. The server holds a set of \( n \) binary variables \( X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\} \in \{0, 1\}^n \). Each receiver \( r_i \) wants \( x_i \) and has prior side information of the data \( X \), denoted by \( X[N(i)] \), where \( N(i) \) is the index set of side information of \( r_i \). The purpose of the index coding problem is to minimize the number of bits for given side information index sets \( N(1), N(2), \ldots, N(n) \).

Finding the minimum index codelength is an NP-hard problem. Thus the efficient algorithms finding approximated solutions are needed. The least difference greedy (LDG) clique-cover algorithm [1], [2] is one of these algorithms. The modified version of the LDG algorithm was suggested by Kwak, et al., called the extended LDG (ELDG) algorithm [3].

The ELDG algorithm includes two algorithms, the column-merging heuristic algorithm and the cycle-of-three-nodes detection algorithm. The ELDG algorithm improves performance of the LDG algorithm by 10%.

In this work, we find the inefficiency of the column-merging heuristic algorithm. The overall 10% improvement of the ELDG algorithm actually comes from only the performance of the cycle-of-three-nodes detection algorithm so that this performance offsets and hides the worsened performance of the column-merging heuristic algorithm. We suggest the counterexample on which the column-merging heuristic algorithm gives worse result than that of the original LDG algorithm. We generalize the result of [5] and suggest systematic algorithms. Specifically, we improve the column-merging heuristic by slightly modifying it. Also, we generalize the cycle-of-three-nodes detection algorithm to the cycle-of-p-nodes detection algorithm. This modification improves performance of the original LDG algorithm by 20%.

II. PRELIMINARY

A. Index Coding

Bar-Yossef et al. [4] defined the fitting matrix of a side information graph and suggested a new notion \( \min \text{rank}_2 \). If a directed graph \( G = (V, E) \) with \( n \) nodes does not have any self-loop, an \( n \times n \) matrix \( A \) over \( \mathbb{F}_2 \) is said to fit the graph \( G \) if \( A_{ij} = 1 \) for every \( i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \) and \( A_{ij} = 0 \) for every \( i, j \) such that \((i, j) \notin E \). \( \min \text{rank}_2(G) \) is defined to be \( \min \{\text{rank}_2(A) | A \text{ fits } G \} \). Bar-Yossef et al. found that the minimum codelength of the index code whose side information graph is \( G \) equals to \( \min \text{rank}_2(G) \).

B. LDG Algorithm

Since getting \( \min \text{rank}_2(G) \) is an NP-hard problem, Birk and Kol [1], [2] suggested the LDG algorithm where the near-optimal solution can be obtained. Since the elements \( A_{ij} \) such that \( i \neq j \), \((i, j) \notin E \) is not decided in the fitting matrix of \( G \), we write the undetermined elements of the fitting matrix as star elements, denoted by *. The distance between elements in the fitting matrix is defined as follows [2]: \( d(0, 0) = d(1, 1) = d(*, *) = 0 \), \( d(0, *) = d(1, *) = 1 \) and \( d(0, 1) = \infty \).

The distance between rows is defined as the sum of the distances between elements of the same column in each row. These distances mean the number of the star elements to be
filled with 0 or 1 for making the rows exactly same and the infinity distance means that we cannot make the rows same. In the LDG algorithm, the distances between all possible pairs of the rows are computed and the star elements of the pair of rows having minimum distance are filled with 0 or 1. We iterate it until the distances of all rows are infinity.

C. ELDG Algorithm

Kwak et al. [3] suggested the ELDG algorithm to get more close solution to the optimal one. The ELDG algorithm consists of the column-merging heuristic algorithm and the cycle-of-three-nodes detection algorithm. The column-merging heuristic algorithm computes not only the distance of the rows but the distance of the columns and compares the distance of the rows and columns simultaneously. The cycle-of-three-nodes detection algorithm finds the cycle of three nodes in the side information graph. The ‘XORed rows’ of all two rows are computed and the distances between the added rows and each of the rest rows are computed. Then, we select the three rows having the minimum distance. The XOR operation between the elements is defined as follows: \( a \oplus * \oplus = a \oplus b \) if \( a, b \neq * \), or \( * \) if \( a = * \) or \( b = * \). The addition of the rows can be defined componentwisely. With the ELDG algorithm, roughly 10% of the codelength reduction can be achieved.

III. ANALYSIS OF ELDG ALGORITHM

Since Kwak et al. [3] only analyzed overall performance and did not analyze each of two algorithms in the ELDG algorithm, we analyzed each algorithm and find the inefficiency of the first algorithm, the column-merging heuristic algorithm, in reducing codelength.

The priority in the choice of the two rows of the minimum distance was not specified in the ELDG algorithm when there are many pairs of minimum distance. So, without loss of generality, if there are many row pairs or column pairs that has the minimum distance, row pairs are first chosen rather than column pairs, and the more leftside column pair or the more topside row pair is chosen first.

We generate the fitting matrix with probability \( p \) as follows: we fix the diagonal elements as 1, and put 0 or * in the non-diagonal elements randomly, where the probability of putting * is equal to \( p \). We increased \( p \) from 0 to 1 by 0.1 and the number of nodes is 30 and 40 in each simulation respectively. For each \( p \) we generate 100 fitting matrices and average their solution of the algorithm. The reduction rate means how much the codelength was reduced when the ELDG algorithm was used, compared with when the original LDG algorithm was used. The positive reduction rate means the codelength of the index code was reduced. For example, if the codelength the original LDG algorithm outputs in an instance of 30 nodes is 20 and the codelength the ELDG algorithm outputs in the same instance is 15, the reduction rate of the case is \( \frac{20 - 18}{20} \times 100 = 10\% \).

Fig. 1 shows the performance of each algorithm in the ELDG algorithm and overall performance of the ELDG algorithm. We expect notable positive values at every probability, but in simulation result of the column-merging heuristic algorithm, less than 1% of reduction rate was shown when \( 0 < p < 0.5 \), and the reduction rate was even decreased sharply when \( 0.5 < p < 1 \). This means that the column-merging heuristic algorithm cannot improve effectively in small probability of star elements, and even worsens the performance in high probability of star elements. The overall reduction rate is indeed roughly 10% in Fig. 1, but it is easily seen that the column-merging heuristic algorithm cannot contribute to the performance of the ELDG algorithm. Hence, if we improve the column-merging algorithm, the overall performance of the ELDG algorithm will be increased.

We detect the counterexample on which the result of the column-merging heuristic algorithm is worse than the result of the original LDG algorithm. Consider the following fitting matrix.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & * & *
\end{bmatrix}
\]

If we perform the original LDG algorithm on this fitting matrix, we can get the 2 rank reduction. If we perform the column-merging heuristic algorithm, we can get only the 1 rank reduction. This can be the counterexample of the efficiency of the column-merging heuristic algorithm.

Also, we find that the cycle-of-three-nodes detection algorithm can be easily generalized to the similar algorithm which can detect cycles having more nodes. So, if we increase the number of nodes of cycles we will detect, we can improve the performance.

IV. PROPOSED ELDG ALGORITHM

At first, we modify the column-merging algorithm. The proposed ELDG algorithm compares the rank of the fitting matrix only merged by rows with the rank of the fitting matrix only merged by columns and select the fitting matrix having the lower rank. This can guarantee that the rank of the output fitting matrix of the proposed ELDG algorithm is less than or equal to that of the LDG algorithm. The details of the proposed column-merging heuristic algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1.

The modified algorithm is considered to be the addition of the column version of LDG algorithm on the original LDG algorithm. Since the result of the algorithm is the smaller value between the result of the original LDG algorithm and the result...
of column version of it, the result is always less than the result of the original LDG algorithm. So this modification can guarantee the reduction of the codelength.

Next, we generalize the cycle-of-three-nodes detection algorithm to the cycle-of-p-nodes detection algorithm. This generalized algorithm XORs $p-1$ rows and computes the distances between the XORed rows and the rest rows. In the simulation, we add the cycle-of-four-nodes detection algorithm, as well as the cycle-of-three-nodes detection algorithm. The generalized algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.

We simulate the proposed ELDG algorithm in which the column-merging heuristic algorithm is replaced by the proposed column-merging heuristic algorithm and the cycle-of-four-nodes detection algorithm is added. All values of reduction rate are drawn by comparing with the performance of the LDG algorithm. Fig. 2 shows that the first modification effectively improves the original column-merging algorithm in the ELDG algorithm. The reduction rate is positive at all probability of star elements in the proposed column-merging algorithm, that is, it reduces the rank more stably than the column-merging heuristic algorithm. Especially, in high probability of star elements, we can see dramatic change in performance. Fig. 3 shows that the overall performance of the proposed ELDG algorithm. While the ELDG algorithm takes roughly 10% reduction rate, the proposed ELDG algorithm takes roughly 20% reduction rate on average and takes 34% as maximum reduction rate.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We found that the ELDG algorithm have some inefficiency, and we suggested the proposed ELDG algorithm. Then we showed the improved performance compared to the ELDG algorithm numerically. This result, however, was not based on theoretical analysis, so the performance improvement has to be proven mathematically for the future work.
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